
Nominate today for the 15th annual Healthcare Hero Awards!

This event will recognize outstanding healthcare professionals in Nevada. Winners in each category
will be selected by a blue-ribbon panel of judges in Nevada's healthcare industry. Winning Heroes will
be featured in the September 2020 edition of Nevada Business Magazine and recognized at award
ceremonies in both Southern and Northern Nevada held in their honor.

To nominate an individual that has made substantial contributions to healthcare in Nevada, please fill
out the following pages completely. 

DEADLINE FOR NOMINATIONS IS MAY 25, 2020.

More information about this and other events is available at NevadaBusiness.com/events. Please
direct any questions to Nevada Business Magazine's editorial department at
editor@nevadabusiness.com.

Instructions & Requirements

2020 Healthcare Heroes Nomination

REQUIREMENTS:
There are 10 categories that Healthcare Heroes may be nominated in. You must choose at least one category, however, you may
choose more than one category to nominate in. 

CATEGORIES AND CATEGORY DESCRIPTIONS ARE FOUND ON THE NEXT PAGE OF THIS SURVEY. 
All of the questions marked with an asterisk are required. If you do not fill in all of the information, your nominee may not be submitted
and/or counted.

Information that is required for each nomination includes the following:
* Your contact information
* Name, title, organization and contact information for the nominee
* Nominee location (all nominees must be located in Nevada)
* Length of time nominee has been in Nevada
* Length of time nominee has been in healthcare
* Length of time you have known the nominee
* Length of time nominee has held their current position
* Brief biography of the nominee
* Statement as to why this person is deserving of being named a Healthcare Hero
* Volunteer hours of nominee (only required for the Volunteer award)

Instructions:
- When filling out this nomination form, use the PREV and NEXT buttons located at the bottom of each page. DO NOT USE YOUR
BROWSER'S BACK BUTTON.

- If you would like to exit the form, please use the EXIT THIS SURVEY link at the top of each page.

- This form will allow you to nominate up to three people for the Healthcare Heroes awards. If you'd like to nominate more than three,
please complete this form, re-open and begin again. Your first three nominations will automatically submit.

- When you have completed the nomination, hit the DONE button at the bottom of the last page. This will submit your nomination
to Nevada Business Magazine .
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The 10 categories for Healthcare Heroes are:

1. ADMINISTRATOR Healthcare Hero: This person has demonstrated an ability to manage several
departments within a healthcare organization. They have a talent for leadership and excel at getting
the job done.

2. CARE PROVIDER Healthcare Hero: This person has demonstrated genuine compassion and
empathy for his/her patients.

3. EDUCATOR Healthcare Hero: This person has been involved in teaching the future generation of
healthcare professionals. They have demonstrated an ability to be a successful educator and are
admired by his/her peers and students.

4. COMMUNITY PARTNER Healthcare Hero: This is someone who has seen a healthcare need in
Nevada's communities and has taken steps to address that need.

5. HUMANITARIAN Healthcare Hero: This person has a concern for and works to improve the lives and
welfare of those that are less fortunate and/or underserved.

6. VOLUNTEER Healthcare Hero: An individual who volunteers a significant number of hours to
healthcare work. This could include a professional in healthcare or a hospital volunteer, for example.

7. INNOVATOR Healthcare Hero: A pioneer in Nevada's healthcare community. Whether through new
technology or groundbreaking research, this person has found innovative ways to approach
healthcare.

8. NON-PROFIT Healthcare Hero: Someone who works with a non-profit healthcare organization in
Nevada. This person is compassionate and dedicated to improving the lives of others.

9. PHYSICIAN Healthcare Hero: A medical doctor who demonstrates dedication to his or her career
through patient satisfaction and knowledge of industry trends. This person should be a recognized
leader in healthcare who goes above and beyond for their patients.

10. LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT Healthcare Hero: Someone who has dedicated their life to healthcare
and has spent a significant amount of time in Nevada. They must have been practicing in healthcare
for a minimum of 25 years.

Category Descriptions

2020 Healthcare Heroes Nomination
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Please enter YOUR information below.

Nominator Information

2020 Healthcare Heroes Nomination

Name:

Title:

Company:

Email Address:

Phone Number:

1. Please fill in the contact information for whomever is completing this nomination form.*
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NOMINATION 1:
Please select each of the categories you'd like to nominate this individual in.

You may nominate someone in as many categories as you like. The editorial department will contact
the nominator with any questions.

Healthcare Heroes - Categories: NOMINATION 1

2020 Healthcare Heroes Nomination

2. Choose from the following categories.*

ADMINISTRATOR Healthcare Hero: This person has demonstrated an ability to manage several departments within a healthcare
organization. They have a talent for leadership and excel at getting the job done.

CARE PROVIDER Healthcare Hero: This person has demonstrated genuine compassion and empathy for his/her patients.

EDUCATOR Healthcare Hero: This person has been involved in teaching the future generation of healthcare professionals. They
have demonstrated an ability to be a successful educator and are admired by his/her peers and students.

COMMUNITY PARTNER Healthcare Hero: This is someone who has seen a healthcare need in Nevada's communities and has
taken steps to address that need.

HUMANITARIAN Healthcare Hero: This person has a concern for and works to improve the lives and welfare of those that are less
fortunate and/or underserved.

VOLUNTEER Healthcare Hero: An individual who volunteers a significant number of hours to healthcare work. This could include a
professional in healthcare or a hospital volunteer, for example.

INNOVATOR Healthcare Hero: A pioneer in Nevada's healthcare community. Whether through new technology or groundbreaking
research, this person has found innovative ways to approach healthcare.

NON-PROFIT Healthcare Hero: Someone who works with a non-profit healthcare organization in Nevada. This person is
compassionate and dedicated to improving the lives of others.

PHYSICIAN Healthcare Hero: A medical doctor who demonstrates dedication to his or her career through patient satisfaction and
knowledge of industry trends. This person should be a recognized leader in healthcare who goes above and beyond for their
patients.

LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT Healthcare Hero: Someone who has dedicated their life to healthcare and has spent a significant
amount of time in Nevada. They must have been practicing in healthcare for a minimum of 25 years.
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NOMINATION 1

Healthcare Heroes

2020 Healthcare Heroes Nomination

Please completely answer each of the following questions about the person you are nominating.

Name:

Title:

Company:

Email Address:

Phone Number:

3. Fill in the following information for the person you are nominating.*

4. Where is the nominee located?*

Northern Nevada

Southern Nevada

Other (please specify)

5. How long has the nominee been in Nevada?*

6. How long has the nominee been in healthcare?*

7. How long have you known the nominee?*

8. How long has this person been in their current position?
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9. Biography:
Please give a brief description of the nominee's history in the healthcare industry.

*

10. Why is this person deserving of the Healthcare Hero Award?*

11. Volunteer Hours if Applicable:
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By clicking "yes" below, you will be given the opportunity to nominate another Healthcare Hero.

Healthcare Heroes - Additional Nominees

2020 Healthcare Heroes Nomination

12. Would you like to nominate another Healthcare Hero?

Yes.

No.
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NOMINATION 2:
Please select each of the categories you'd like to nominate this individual in.

You may nominate someone in as many categories as you like. The editorial department will contact
the nominator with any questions.

Healthcare Heroes - Categories: NOMINATION 2

2020 Healthcare Heroes Nomination

13. Choose from the following categories.*

ADMINISTRATOR Healthcare Hero: This person has demonstrated an ability to manage several departments within a healthcare
organization. They have a talent for leadership and excel at getting the job done.

CARE PROVIDER Healthcare Hero: This person has demonstrated genuine compassion and empathy for his/her patients.

EDUCATOR Healthcare Hero: This person has been involved in teaching the future generation of healthcare professionals. They
have demonstrated an ability to be a successful educator and are admired by his/her peers and students.

COMMUNITY PARTNER Healthcare Hero: This is someone who has seen a healthcare need in Nevada's communities and has
taken steps to address that need.

HUMANITARIAN Healthcare Hero: This person has a concern for and works to improve the lives and welfare of those that are less
fortunate and/or underserved.

VOLUNTEER Healthcare Hero: An individual who volunteers a significant number of hours to healthcare work. This could include a
professional in healthcare or a hospital volunteer, for example.

INNOVATOR Healthcare Hero: A pioneer in Nevada's healthcare community. Whether through new technology or groundbreaking
research, this person has found innovative ways to approach healthcare.

NON-PROFIT Healthcare Hero: Someone who works with a non-profit healthcare organization in Nevada. This person is
compassionate and dedicated to improving the lives of others.

PHYSICIAN Healthcare Hero: A medical doctor who demonstrates dedication to his or her career through patient satisfaction and
knowledge of industry trends. This person should be a recognized leader in healthcare who goes above and beyond for their
patients.

LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT Healthcare Hero: Someone who has dedicated their life to healthcare and has spent a significant
amount of time in Nevada. They must have been practicing in healthcare for a minimum of 25 years.
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NOMINATION 2

Healthcare Heroes

2020 Healthcare Heroes Nomination

Please completely answer each of the following questions about the person you are nominating.

Name:

Title:

Company:

Email Address:

Phone Number:

14. Fill in the following information for the person you are nominating.*

15. Where is the nominee located?*

Northern Nevada

Southern Nevada

Other (please specify)

16. How long has the nominee been in Nevada?*

17. How long has the nominee been in healthcare?*

18. How long have you known the nominee?*

19. How long has this person been in their current position?
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20. Biography:
Please give a brief description of the nominee's history in the healthcare industry.

*

21. Why is this person deserving of the Healthcare Hero Award?*

22. Volunteer Hours if Applicable:
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By clicking "yes" below, you will be given the opportunity to nominate another Healthcare Hero.

Healthcare Heroes - Additional Nominees

2020 Healthcare Heroes Nomination

23. Would you like to nominate another Healthcare Hero?

Yes.

No.
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NOMINATION 3:
Please select each of the categories you'd like to nominate this individual in.

You may nominate someone in as many categories as you like. The editorial department will contact
the nominator with any questions.

Healthcare Heroes - Categories: NOMINATION 3

2020 Healthcare Heroes Nomination

24. Choose from the following categories.*

ADMINISTRATOR Healthcare Hero: This person has demonstrated an ability to manage several departments within a healthcare
organization. They have a talent for leadership and excel at getting the job done.

CARE PROVIDER Healthcare Hero: This person has demonstrated genuine compassion and empathy for his/her patients.

EDUCATOR Healthcare Hero: This person has been involved in teaching the future generation of healthcare professionals. They
have demonstrated an ability to be a successful educator and are admired by his/her peers and students.

COMMUNITY PARTNER Healthcare Hero: This is someone who has seen a healthcare need in Nevada's communities and has
taken steps to address that need.

HUMANITARIAN Healthcare Hero: This person has a concern for and works to improve the lives and welfare of those that are less
fortunate and/or underserved.

VOLUNTEER Healthcare Hero: An individual who volunteers a significant number of hours to healthcare work. This could include a
professional in healthcare or a hospital volunteer, for example.

INNOVATOR Healthcare Hero: A pioneer in Nevada's healthcare community. Whether through new technology or groundbreaking
research, this person has found innovative ways to approach healthcare.

NON-PROFIT Healthcare Hero: Someone who works with a non-profit healthcare organization in Nevada. This person is
compassionate and dedicated to improving the lives of others.

PHYSICIAN Healthcare Hero: A medical doctor who demonstrates dedication to his or her career through patient satisfaction and
knowledge of industry trends. This person should be a recognized leader in healthcare who goes above and beyond for their
patients.

LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT Healthcare Hero: Someone who has dedicated their life to healthcare and has spent a significant
amount of time in Nevada. They must have been practicing in healthcare for a minimum of 25 years.
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NOMINATION 3

Healthcare Heroes

2020 Healthcare Heroes Nomination

Please completely answer each of the following questions about the person you are nominating.

Name:

Title:

Company:

Email Address:

Phone Number:

25. Fill in the following information for the person you are nominating.*

26. Where is the nominee located?*

Northern Nevada

Southern Nevada

Other (please specify)

27. How long has the nominee been in Nevada?*

28. How long has the nominee been in healthcare?*

29. How long have you known the nominee?*

30. How long has this person been in their current position?
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31. Biography:
Please give a brief description of the nominee's history in the healthcare industry.

*

32. Why is this person deserving of the Healthcare Hero Administrator Award?*

33. Volunteer Hours if Applicable:
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Thank you for your 2019 Healthcare Heroes nomination! After clicking "Done" below, your nomination
will be submitted.

If you should have questions, please don't hesitate to call Nevada Business Magazine at 702-267-6340
or email James@nevadabusiness.com.

Healthcare Heroes 2019 - Thank you!

2020 Healthcare Heroes Nomination
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